Extract of the Proceedings of the 161st Governing Council Meeting held on 05.03.2022 (Saturday) at 3.00 PM at Board Room of NIE.

Members present:
1. Dr. Ranganath M.S., Chairman, NIE-GC
2. Mr. S.B.Udayshankar, Hon. Secretary, NIE-MC
3. Dr. R.Datta Kumar, Hon. Treasurer, NIE-MC - Attended via Google-meet
4. Mr. R.S.Rajkumar, Director, NIE-MC – Attended via Google-meet
5. Mr. N.Sathyakumar, Director, NIE-MC
6. Dr. Venkatesh, Principal, GEC, Chamarajanagar – GoK nominee – Attended via Google-meet
7. Dr. G.Jagadeesh, Professor, Dept. of Aerospace Engg, Chairman, Centre of Excellence in Hypersonics, IISc, Bengaluru – Educationist – Attended via Google-meet
8. Dr. N.V.Raghavendra, Principal, NIE
9. Dr. Narasimha Kaulgud, Professor & Head, ECE – Staff representative on NIE-GC
10. Mrs R.Radha, Asso. Professor, EEE - Staff representative on NIE-GC - Attended via Google-meet
11. Dr. M.S.Ganesh Prasad, Vice Principal – Special Invitee

Leave of Absence:
1. Dr. R. Sakthivel, Regional Officer and Asst. Director , South West Regional Office, AICTE - Council Nominee
2. Dr. Ramachandra Narayan Herkal – VTU Nominee
3. Dr. J.K.Tripathi, Joint Secretary, University Grants Commission – UGC Nominee

6. Any other subject with the permission of the Chair.

   (i) To consider and approve the NIE - Innovation and Start-up Policy

   Approved

PRINCIPAL
The National Institute of Engineering
MYSURU-570008
1. PREAMBLE

These policy guidelines on innovation and startup have been framed with an aim to promote the innovation and entrepreneurship culture within our institution as per the recommendations of MHRD's Innovation Cell (MIC) to help the nation in meeting its target economy by doing cutting edge research and innovation and deep tech entrepreneurship. Our primary goal would be to link innovation to Enterprises to Financial success. Promoting Innovation and entrepreneurship will guide our institute on the mechanism of handholding the students and faculty members supporting their initiatives for successful innovations and startups in the coming years. The guidelines highlight various important points including revenue sharing, IP, equity sharing mechanism, technology licensing, between our institute and its startups.

The National Institute of Engineering herein called as (NIE) and The National Institute of Engineering the Incubation & startup center referred to as (ISC) situated at (NIE), has been created to promote innovation and technology-based startup ventures helping the nation in fostering the Make in India and Atmanirbhar Bharat initiatives. These focused initiatives will help society improve its quality of life and prosperity. The NIEISC will also serve as a competent platform for innovation and startup requirements for the city of Mysore and the country.

The Incubation center (ISC) was set up with the potential to create startups focusing on economic growth, strategic value, and social relevance. The center supports innovative startups with access to knowledge, funding, infrastructure, mentoring, and network.

The fact is that innovation is born out of community interaction and the freedom to learn and explore. Every aspirant will be given an opportunity to explore their passion and build innovation in an inspiring environment.

The Innovation and Startup Policy is expected to promote a suitable environment for all potential innovators/startups for pursuing a hassle-free development and commercial exploitation of the innovative ideas.
1. STRATEGIES AND GOVERNANCE

a) The National Institute of Engineering (NIE) is committed to the development of an entrepreneurial ecosystem in the organization, promoting entrepreneurship through pre-incubation, incubation, and startup activities for students, faculty members, staff, and existing incubates.

b) The National Institute of Engineering Institutional Innovation Council (NIEISC) will create an ecosystem that will foster, promote innovation and knowledge-based entrepreneurship leading to people's aspiration and local needs through financially

c) Successful ventures. The entrepreneurial agenda will be Chief Innovation Officer supported by the managing committee. He will promote entrepreneurship agenda understating the industry and business with a strong background in the industry, product development, and innovations.

d) NIE will work out a resource mobilization plan for supporting pre-incubation, incubation infrastructure, and facilities. NIE as part of the institutional financial strategy will allocate a minimum of 1% of the total annual budget of the Institute for Innovation and Entrepreneurial activities.

e) The Incubation center has been and will be registered as a society / Trust / Section 8 company and will manage as an independent entity. The incubation center and its team are empowered to expedite the decision-making through individual autonomy and ownership of initiatives as per Society / Trust / Section 8 Company. The Incubation center will also explore raising funds from diverse sources to reduce dependency on public funding. Bringing in external funding through government (state and central) such as DST, DBT, MHRD, AICTE, TDB, TIFAC, DSIR, CSIR, BIRAC, NSTEDB, NRDC, Startup India, Invest India, MeitY, MSDE, MSME, etc. and non-government sources.

f) NIE will also raise funding from sponsorships and donations by actively engaging alumni networks for promoting Innovation & Entrepreneurship (I&E).
g) NIE will focus the importance of innovation and entrepreneurial agenda across the institute through periodic conferences, convocations, workshops.

h) NIE management will define long-term goals for the entire institution. Student and faculty startup Policy and action plan will be formulated in line with the current document along with well-defined short-term and long-term goals reaching regional, societal, and community levels. Plan to integrate the entrepreneurial activities across various centers, departments, faculties thus breaking the silos.

i) The development of entrepreneurship culture should not be limited within the boundaries of the institution. Strategic international partnerships should be developed using bilateral and multilateral channels with international innovation clusters and other relevant organizations. Moreover, international exchange programs, internships, engaging the international faculties in teaching and research will also be promoted. Successful entrepreneurs from NIE alumni will be invited to

j) share their success stories and startup experience with students, faculty members and incubates.

2. STARTUPS ENABLING INSTITUTIONAL INFRASTRUCTURE

a) NIE will create and continue pre-incubation and incubation facilities for nurturing innovations and startups. The primary objective would be to organically interlink Incubation with Innovation as without innovation new enterprises are unlikely to succeed. The goal will be linking INNOVATION to ENTREPRISES to FINANCIAL SUCCESS.

b) This Pre-Incubation/Incubation facility will be accessible 24x7 to students, staff, and faculty of all disciplines and departments across the institution.

c) NIE will create facilities within the institution for supporting pre-incubation (e.g. IICs)
d) as per the guidelines by MHRD's Innovation Cell, Startup Cell, Student Clubs.) and Incubation by mobilizing resources from internal and external sources.

e) Pre-incubation / Incubation support will be provided to the aspiring students, faculty members, and others interested in operating a Startup. NIE will offer mentoring and other relevant services through Pre-incubation / Incubation units. The modalities regarding Equity Sharing in Startups supported through these units will be decided on a case-to-case basis depending upon the nature of services offered.

3. NURTURING INNOVATIONS AND STARTUPS

a) The Incubation center will establish processes and mechanisms for easy creation and nurturing of Startups / Enterprises by students of UG, PG, and Ph.D. programs and faculty members. The set processes of the center will ensure to achieve following:

- Incubation support offers access to pre-incubation & Incubation facilities to start-ups by students, staff, and faculty members through an agreement.

- Will allow licensing of IPR from institute to startup. Ideally, students and faculty members intending to initiate a startup based on the technology developed or co-developed by them or the technology owned by the institute will be allowed to take a license on the said technology on the easy term, either in terms of equity in the venture and/or license fees and/or royalty to obviate the early-stage financial burden.

- Will allow setting up a startup (including social startups) and working part-time for the startups while studying/working; NIE will allow their students/staff to work on their innovative projects and setting up startups (including Social Startups) or work as intern / part-time in startups (incubated in any recognized HEI’s/Incubators) while studying/working.
Student Entrepreneurs may earn credits for working on innovative prototypes/Business Models.

b) Student inventors may also be allowed to opt for a startup in place of their mini project / major project, seminars, summer training. The area in which a student wants to initiate a startup may be interdisciplinary or multidisciplinary.

c) However, the student must describe how they will separate and clearly distinguish their ongoing research activities as a student from the work being conducted at the start-up.

- NIE will permit students/faculty members/staff companies to register using the institution address with due permission from the center.

- NIE will permit the establishment of startups while pursuing their course.

- Student entrepreneurs will be given due consideration if their attendance is less than the minimum permissible percentage to appear for an examination. The incubation center will issue recommendations to the authorities for the efforts put by the student during the period of absence for the makeover.

- NIE will consider the request by the student to take a semester/year break to work on their startups and re-join academics to complete the course.

- NIE will allow faculty and staff to take off for a semester/year as sabbatical/ unpaid leave/ casual leave/ earned leave for working on startups and coming back.

- NIE will facilitate the startup activities/ technology development by allowing students/ faculty/staff to use institute infrastructure and facilities with a short-term entrepreneurship development program or Mentorship support on regular basis.
The facilities extended by NIE to the incubated companies are:

- They can attend the entrepreneurship training with a minimum or no registration fee.
- Incubate can access technology development, ideation, creativity, design thinking, with a minimum or no charge depending on the consumables and other material used.
- The incubation center will provide links to other banks, seed-fund providers/ angel funds/ venture funds. Incubatees will be responsible to secure funds as per the norms and regulations of the funding agencies.
- Faculty members' involvement in startup/incubation/advisory roles or mentoring of the startups should not affect or compromise their regular academic and administrative work/duties.

e) The alumni of the institute as well as other external teams/individuals can avail of this Incubation/startup facility.

f) Faculty/staff members' participation in incubation/startup-related activities will be given due weightage while evaluating their annual performance.

g) Every faculty member may encourage and motivate students to carry out Innovation and Entrepreneur activities.

h) The incubated startup at any stage will not cause any damage to the reputation of NIE and its Incubation center due to any of its activities after executing the contract. The startup activity should never bring the institution to any liability at any stage.

i) In return for the services and facilities, the institute may take 2% to 9.5% equity/ stake in the startup/ company, based on brand used, faculty contribution, the support provided, and the use of the institute's IPR (a limit of 9.5% is suggested so that institute has no legal liability arising out of the startup. Other factors for consideration should be space, infrastructure, mentorship support, seed funds, support for accounts, legal, patents, etc.
j) External Incubatees will undertake an agreement to become an incubatee and accept to provide a monthly license fee for the Incubation Centre to utilize its services.

k) Students/Staff/Faculty members who are planning to launch a startup company through the incubator on a part-time or a combination of equity and royalty as mentioned above will be charged from 3% to 9.5% of royalty payment.

l) For staff and faculty, the institute can take no more than 20% of shares that staff/faculty takes while drawing a full salary from the institution; however, this share will be within the 9.5% cap of company shares, listed above.

m) No restriction on shares that faculty/staff can take, as long as they do not spend more than 20% of office time on the startup in an advisory or consultative role and do not compromise with their existing academic and administrative work/duties.

n) In the case of the compulsory equity model, Startups may be given a cooling period of three months to use incubation services on a rental basis to take a final decision based on satisfaction of services offered by the institute/incubator. In that case, during the cooling period, the institute cannot force the startup to issue equity on the first day of granting incubation support and charge a fee for the services (at prevailing rates) rendered.

o) The Incubation center would on a case-to-case basis consider offering its services based on a mixture of equity, fee-based, and/or zero payment models. So, a startup may choose to avail only the support, not seed funding, by the institute on a rental basis.

p) Product development and commercialization as well as participating and nurturing of startups would now be added to a bucket of faculty duties and each faculty would choose a mix and match of these activities (in addition to the minimum required teaching and guidance) and then respective faculty are evaluated accordingly for their performance and promotion.
q) Institute should ensure that at no stage does any liability accrue to it because of any activity of any startup.

4. PRODUCT OWNERSHIP RIGHTS FOR TECHNOLOGIES DEVELOPED AT INSTITUTE

a) When NIE facilities/funds are used substantially or when IPR is developed as a part of curriculum/academic activity, IPR is to be jointly owned by inventors and the institute.

b) Inventors and NIE could together license the product / IPR to any commercial organization, with inventors having the primary say. License fees could be either/or a mix of:

- Upfront fees or one-time technology transfer fees
- Royalty as a percentage of sale-price
- Shares in the company licensing the product

c) If one or more of the inventors wish to incubate a company and license the product to this company, the royalties would be 4% of the sale price. If it is a pure software product then the royalty would be 9%. If it's shares in the company, shares will again be 4%. For a pure software product licensing, there may be revenue sharing to be mutually decided between the Incubation center and the incubated company.

d) On the other hand, if product/ IPR is developed by innovators not using any institute facilities, outside office hours (for staff and faculty) or not as a part of the curriculum by students, then product/ IPR will be entirely owned by inventors in proportion to the contributions made by them. In this case, inventors can decide to license the technology to third parties or use the technology the way they deem fit.
e) If there is a dispute in ownership, a minimum five-membered committee consisting of two faculty members (having developed sufficient IPR and translated to commercialization), two of the institute’s alumni/industry experts (having experience in technology commercialization), and one legal advisor with experience in IPR, will examine the issue after meeting the inventors and help them settle this.

f) Institute IPR cell or the Incubation center will only be a coordinator and facilitator for providing services to faculty, staff, and students. They will have no say on how the invention is carried out, how it is patented or how it is to be licensed. If inventors are using their own funds or non-institute funds, then they alone should have a say in patenting.

5. ORGANIZATIONAL CAPACITY, HUMAN RESOURCES, AND INCENTIVES

a) NIE to foster the I&E culture will utilize the services of faculty and staff members having strong innovation and entrepreneurial/industrial experience. They will be deputed for required training to promote I&E.

b) Efforts will be made to strengthen the cross-faculty and cross-departmental engagement to gain maximum utilization of internal resources and knowledge.

c) External subject matter experts and alumni will be engaged for strategic guidance, knowledge sharing thereby enhancing the internal available skills.

d) NIE will encourage its faculty and staff members to attend courses on innovation, entrepreneurship management, and venture development.

e) NIE will develop academic and non-academic incentives and reward mechanisms for all staff and stakeholders that actively contribute and support the entrepreneurship agenda and activities.

f) The reward system for the staff may include sabbaticals, office and lab space for entrepreneurial activities, reduced teaching loads, awards, training, etc.
6. CREATING INNOVATION PIPELINE AND PATHWAYS FOR ENTREPRENEURS AT INSTITUTE LEVEL

a) NIE will establish a system to maximize the exposure of students to innovation and pre-incubation activities at their early stage and to support the pathway from ideation to innovation to market.

b) NIE will organize periodic programs to develop the entrepreneurial mindset of students by initiatives like idea and innovation competitions, Hackathon, workshops, boot camps, seminars, conferences, exhibitions, mentoring by academic and industry personnel, throwing real-life challenges

c) NIE will focus on experiential learning by exposing students to cognitive skills (e.g. design thinking, critical thinking, etc.), by inviting first-generation local entrepreneurs and experts, and updating the curriculum. Initiatives like, awards and recognition should be routinely organized.

d) NIE will link startups and companies with other entrepreneurial ecosystems both in India and abroad through their participation in competitions.

e) The institute has established an Institution's Innovation Council (IICs) as per the guidelines of MHRD's Innovation Cell and provision appropriate budget for its activities.

f) The Institutions Innovation Council will guide institutions in conducting various activities related to innovation, startup, and entrepreneurship development. Collective and concentrated efforts will be undertaken to identify, scout, acknowledge, support, and reward proven student ideas and innovations and to further facilitate their entrepreneurial journey.

7. NORMS FOR FACULTY STARTUPS

a) Faculty startups select only those technologies which originate within the same institute.
b) The role of a faculty may vary from being an owner/ direct promoter, mentor, consultant, or onboard member of the startup.

c) NIE will safeguard the conflict of interests to ensure that the regular duties of the faculty don’t suffer owing to his/her involvement in the startup activities.

d) Faculty startup may consist of faculty members alone or with students or with faculty of other institutes or with alumni or with other entrepreneurs.

e) Faculty must clearly separate and distinguish ongoing research at the institute from the work conducted at the startup/ company. Faculty must not involve research staff or other staff of NIE in activities of the startup or vice versa.

f) Faculty must not accept gifts from the startup.

g) Human subject-related research in startups should get clearance from the ethics committee of NIE. Faculty must abide by the rules of the HR’s policy of the Institute.

8. PEDAGOGY AND LEARNING INTERVENTIONS FOR ENTREPRENEURSHIP DEVELOPMENT

a) A diversified approach will be adopted to produce desired learning outcomes, including cross-disciplinary learning using mentors, labs, case studies, games, etc.

b) Student clubs/bodies will be created for organizing competitions, boot camps, workshops, awards, etc. These bodies will be involved in institutional strategy planning to ensure the enhancement of the student’s thinking and responding ability.
c) In an effort to recognize outstanding ideas, successful enterprises, and contribution to promoting innovation and enterprises ecosystem, NIE will start an annual ‘INNOVATION & ENTREPRENEURSHIP AWARD’

d) Teaching methods will include case studies highlighting business failures and real-life experience reports by startups. This will create awareness among the students. Failures need to be elaborately discussed and debated to imbibe that failure is a part of life, thus helping in reducing the social stigma associated with it.

e) Innovation champions will be nominated from within the students/ faculty/ staff for each department of study.

f) Entrepreneurship education will be imparted to students at curricular / co-curricular / extracurricular level through elective/short-term or long-term courses on innovation, entrepreneurship, and venture development. The learning outcomes will be made available to the students.

g) A collaborative culture and engagement with the external environment will be achieved by utilizing the external stakeholder's expertise while providing entrepreneurship education.

h) Start of every academic session, NIE will conduct an induction program about the importance of I&E so that freshly inducted students are made aware of the entrepreneurial agenda of the institute and available support systems.

i) Industry linkages will be leveraged for conducting research and survey on trends in technology, research, innovation, and market intelligence.

j) Sensitization of students will be done for their understanding of expected learning outcomes.

k) Student innovators, startups, experts must be engaged in the dialogue process while developing the strategy so that it becomes need-based.
9. COLLABORATION, CO-CREATION, BUSINESS RELATIONSHIPS AND KNOWLEDGE EXCHANGE

a) NIE will promote active engagement of Incubatees with stakeholders and resourceful organizations like micro, small, and medium-sized enterprises (MSMEs), social enterprises, schools, alumni, professional bodies, and entrepreneurs to support entrepreneurship and co-design the programs.

b) NIE will engage global stakeholders through bi-directional flow/exchange of knowledge between institutes/organizations such as incubators, accelerators, science parks, software technology parks, etc.

c) NIE will develop policy and guidelines for forming and managing relationships with external stakeholders including private industries.

d) Knowledge exchange through collaboration and partnership should be made a part of institutional policy and institutes must provide support mechanisms and guidance for creating, managing, and coordinating these relationships.

e) NIE will create an environment to support through formal and informal mechanisms such as internships, teaching and research exchange programs, clubs, social gatherings, etc. to connect with their external environment.

f) The incubation center will effectively absorb information and knowledge from the external ecosystem into the institute’s environment.

g) A Single Point of Contact (SPOC) mechanism will be created in the institute for the students, faculty, collaborators, partners and other stakeholders to ensure access to information.
h) NIE will collaborate with industries, government, NGOs, and other bodies for the exploitation of entrepreneurial opportunities.

i) NIE Institute Innovation Council (NIE-IIC) and the Incubation center will do Knowledge Management through mutual support and exchange of expertise.

10. ENTREPRENEURIAL IMPACT ASSESSMENT

a) Impact assessment of NIE's entrepreneurial initiatives such as pre-incubation, incubation, entrepreneurship education will be measured regularly using the following evaluation parameters.

b) Knowledge exchange initiatives, by engagement of all departments and faculty in the entrepreneurial teaching and learning.

c) The support system provided by the institute to the student entrepreneurs, faculty, and staff for pre-incubation, incubation, IPR protection, industry linkages, exposure to the entrepreneurial ecosystem, etc.

d) Financial and technological impact in the market for innovations at the pre-commercial stage. The essence of COMMERCIAL success is the ONLY measure in the long run.

e) Transforming innovative ideas to commercialization with the support and recognition received.

f) A number of effective collaborations with industries/alumni startups & NGOs.
ANNEXURE - A

SELECTION OF INCUBATEES

The following is the process involved in the selection of Incubatees (student/faculty):

1. Application
2. Pre Screening Review
3. Review of Application by Panel
4. Interview with Expert Panel
5. In Principle Approval
6. Negotiation of Terms
7. Execution of Agreement
8. Service Delivery at Campus
9. Continuous Support till Graduation
10. Relocation of Business off Campus

Selection Process @ NIE

Ideas from both students/faculty
STEPS:

1. Application: An online/offline application with all relevant information regarding the idea/venture is to be filled and processed through the proper channel.

2. Pre Screening Review: A review committee for screening applications received from both students/faculty and staff would be constituted.

3. Review of Application by Panel: A panel of experts will review the applicants.

4. Interview with Expert Panel: After carefully examining the company idea, market availability, the potential value of the technology, growth prospects, creative content, and promoter team, a formal interview will be performed with the promoters to choose the ventures for incubation.

5. In-Principle Approval: A formal approval is given by the panel members and the management.

6. Negotiation of Terms: A final discussion will take place between the startup and the review committee on the terms and conditions that must be followed for the startup's usage and execution at the incubation facility.

7. Execution of Agreement: This Agreement may be performed in one or more counterparts, each of which is regarded to be an original copy of this Agreement and all of which, when taken together, comprise one and the same agreement. The exchange of facsimile transmission copies of this Agreement and signature pages shall constitute effective signing and delivery of this Agreement as to the parties and may be used in lieu of the original Agreement for all purposes. For all purposes, signatures transmitted via facsimile must be taken to be the parties' original signatures.

8. Service Delivery at Campus: This activity can be divided into the following phases:

   a) Plan: Establish project goals, milestones, project governance, and communication strategies

   b) Evaluate: Evaluate the current state and propose service delivery optimization solutions to inform "go/no-go" decisions (Note: Leadership will validate the
institution’s readiness to move forward. The next phase will not begin until buy-in from leadership to move forward is achieved).

c) **Design:** Design a future-state service delivery model and implementation plan (Note: Leadership will validate the institution’s readiness to move forward. The next phase will not begin until buy-in from leadership to move forward is achieved)

d) **Implementation:** Provide project management and operational assistance throughout the implementation.

e) **Optimize:** Ensure the sustainability of project goals and optimal results.

9. **Continuous Support Till Graduation:** Involvement of Angels, VCs, and mentors for handholding the startup/venture till graduation. Regular interaction with mentors along with elevator pitches, participating in startup events, and networking with National/International business entities

10. **Relocation of the Business Off-Campus:** Finally, after completing the two-year term successfully. The venture/startup graduates are successful in the eyes of the outside world and will grow into mature and profitable firms in the future.

* * * *